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Abstract—We present a robust method for vehicle catego-
rization in aerial images. This approach relies on a multiple-
classifier system that merges the answers of classifiers applied at
various camera angle incidences. The single classifiers are built
by matching 3D-templates to the vehicle silhouettes with a local
projection model that is compatible with the assumption of the
little knowledge that we have of the viewing-condition param-
eters. We assess the validity of our approach on a challenging
dataset of images captured in real-world conditions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Object categorization in real-world scenes is a challenge that
has received considerable attention from the computer vision
and image analysis communities in recent years. After faces
and people, vehicles have been targets of choice due to the
wide variety of possible applications, from traffic monitoring
and vehicle guidance to scene interpretation. Recent advances
in the field of vehicle detection and categorization follow two
main trends: geometric methods and learning-based methods,
while the best performances are usually achieved by a blend
of both approaches.

Learning-based approaches focus on the extraction of 2D
features from several views of the vehicle, and gather them
in bag of features or constellation models. In the context of
aerial imagery, boosting has been used to learn how to detect
vehicles seen from above in the nadir direction in urban areas
[1]. A similar framework has also been used to model vehicle
side-views [2], [3], but such discriminative models lack the
precision needed for categorization, for which models that
embed geometric relationships between the features are more
satisfactory. Implicit Shape Models describe object patches by
referencing to a visual codebook and estimate the distribution
of the patch locations in the recognition framework [4], but
different detectors are needed for different 2D aspects of a
vehicle. A true 3D model that encodes the visual appearance
under various 3D points of view and the 3D geometric rela-
tionships between the points of view have been proposed by
Savarese and Fei-Fei [5]. The complexity of the model implies
that this approach is particularly greedy for training data. The
development of these methods has been made possible by the
construction of several benchmark databases (UIUC Car [6],
Caltech 101 [7]). However, images in such controlled datasets
do not represent all the possible views of a vehicle that can
happen in the actual conditions of an airborne sensor.

On the other hand, several approaches try to fit a geometric

3D-model to the image. Koller proposed several 12-parameter
vehicle models (one per category) [8] that he matches to
motion-based primitives extracted from video frames. This
model can also be combined with the visual appearance of
the vehicle [9] by extracting HoG features at various salient
locations, thus allowing a real categorization in the vehicle
class. The precision of this last approach is made possible
by the extensive metada (geo-localization, plane attitude)
recorded during image capture.

The typical scenario we want to address is vehicle catego-
rization in a single image taken from a plane or UAV in real
conditions. Illumination changes are usually not tested during
flight, and this leads to poor image quality. This is a problem
for using learning-based classifiers, since on one hand, the
available training sets do not correspond to the real conditions
we face, and on the other hand we do not have the possibility
of building a new training set that encompass the whole variety
of poses and situations. It also makes the extraction of reliable
visual features in the images difficult.

Moreover, unlike the case of controlled image capture, there
is scarce metadata about the viewing conditions. During the
flight, all the information of localization or plane-attitude
is usually lost, except the altitude. On the contrary, what
is known before take-off is usually available, such as the
camera focal length. This forbids us to use a precise and
complete geometric model as in [9]. Instead we propose to
fit a 3D template by using a simple local projection model,
and rely on a multiple-view classifier system to achieve good
performances.

In the rest of the paper, we describe the local projection
model, the matching procedure and the classifier system in
section II. We conclude with the experimental validation of
the proposed approach on real-world images in section III.

II. APPROACH

A. 3D-template matching

a) Simple local projection model: The camera coordinate
system is centered at the camera position (cf. Fig. 1), and
defined such that the x-axis is the camera axis and y is
perpendicular to x and the aeroplane direction. The local world
coordinate system is also centered at the camera position, and
defined such that x is the aeroplane longitudinal axis and z is
the aeroplane vertical axis.
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Fig. 1: We consider a simple local projection model where
only the plane altitude h and the camera azimuth θ are known.
The local world coordinate axes are represented in blue, the
camera coordinate axes are in red.

The transform between pixel coordinates and a 3D point in
the real world is given by:
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where K, the camera intrinsic parameter matrix is defined by:

K =

αu 0 u0

0 αv v0

0 0 1


where the central point u0, v0 is assumed to be the center of
the image, and the rotation matrices for the coordinate-system
transform are:

RCl =

cos(θ) 0 − sin(θ)
0 1 0

sin(θ) 0 cos(θ)


RAli = RX(π/2).RZ(π/2)

We assume a locally plane world model, thus the z-
coordinate of the target location is h and we can determine
the factor s (the notation [.]3 indicates the third coordinate of
the vector within brackets):
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Finally we obtain the projection model of the target coor-
dinates:
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b) Template matching algorithm: On one hand, the in-
puts of the algorithm 1 consist only of the 3 parameters needed
to feed the projection model: h the plane altitude, θ the inverse
of the elevation angle of the camera and the focal length α,
and the image and a bounding rectangle delimiting roughly the
position of the vehicle in the image. Such a bounding rectangle
is a result of the detection algorithm [4] (the code of which
is available on the Internet).

On the other hand, we dispose of the target models: ba-
sically they are 3D templates like the shoe-box model or the
parametrized generic model used in [8]. The choice of the right
template depends on the image resolution and the computation
times we want to achieve.

In a nutshell, the method estimates the target position in the
real world from the image, and back-project the template in
the image to compare with the image.

Algorithm 1 3D-Template matching
Require: image I , bounding rectangle defined by (x, y, l, w),

projection parameters K, θ, h
1: precise image position C0 + vehicle shape ← fit a 2D

Gaussian distribution on I(x : x + l, y : y + w).
2: for all model m do
3: for p = 0 to 360 do
4: templateWorld ← init world template( model, C0,

K, θ, h)
5: templateIm ← project2image( templateWorld )
6: template silhouette ← convex hull( templateIm )
7: similarity sm,p ← match( template silhouette, vehicle

shape)
8: end for
9: end for

10: m, p ← arg max(sm,p)

First, a fine estimation of the vehicle position in the image
is performed. The object shape is extracted by estimating the
parameters of a 2-Gaussian distribution of the pixel intensities
in the region delimited by the bounding rectangle. This allows
a precise estimation of the vehicle center.

Then we use the projection model of Eq. 2 to estimate
the real-world location of the object and try to fit various
3D models to the shape we extracted. Shape or silhouette
similarity is typically measured by chamfer distance [10].

Fig. 2: A multiple view classifier system is used to combine
multiple aspects of the target.
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Fig. 3: Target image example (a) with object of interest and its segmentation based on the object local intensity for silhouette
extraction (b).

B. Multiple classifier system

Multiple Classifier Systems (MCS) have successfully been
used to solve difficult classification problems [11]. In this
paper we present a MCS based on the 3D-template-matching
previously defined.

We use several views of the object of interest to gather more
information on its geometry (cf. Fig 2). In order to achieve this,
the target is imaged C times under different aspects during
the passage of the plane (a tractable scenario yields 3 or 4
images in the time elapsed). Each view is then matched to the
3D-templates and classified according to the nearest-neighbor
rule.

A similarity-weighted K-NN algorithm [12] (with K the
number of possible templates) is used to combine the outputs
of the individual classifiers into the final decision m0 accord-
ing to the rule:

m0 = arg maxm,m∈[1,K](
C∑

i=1

si
m,p) (3)

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Dataset

The dataset consists of 68 images taken from a small plane
flying at about 100m. 6 different vehicles (that span over 3 car
segments) are parked on the target zone. The aeroplane circles
the zone in order to get several snapshots of the vehicles.
Along with the images, the following parameters are recorded:
altitude, camera angle and camera focal length. An image
example is shown in Fig. 3a.

B. Error rates and confusion matrices of the single classifiers

Table I gives the classification errors for the individual
classifiers. While some distinct car-segments (e.g utility ve-
hicles) are easily classified, the atypical elements of the other
categories lead to errors in the classification process.

utility compact mid-size car
1 0 0

0.24 0.58 0.18
0.16 0.60 0.24

TABLE I: single-view vehicle category confusion matrix

utility compact mid-size car
1 0 0

0.05 0.73 0.22
0.02 0.61 0.38

TABLE II: multiple-view vehicle category confusion matrix

C. Error rates and confusion matrices of the multiple-
classifier system

Table II shows the results for car-segment categorization
using the multiple-view classifier. Compared with Table I, the
number of images correctly classified in their actual class is
improved.

Table III shows the results for car-model identification. Even
if some classes are correctly retrieved, this clearly shows
the limitations of the approach for distinguishing between
similar-sized vehicles. For example the approach is confused
by sedans and wagons in different car segments. Both a more
detailed geometric model and some better data (with higher
resolution and associated metadata) would be necessary.

C1 C2 wagon C3 U M1 M2 wagon
0.45 0.12 0.04 0.19 0.02 0.16
0.01 0.82 0.07 0 0.04 0.06
0.01 0.4 0.13 0.06 0.09 0.31

0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0.42 0.2 0 0.17 0.20

0.06 0.23 0.36 0.1 0.10 0.15

TABLE III: multiple-view vehicle category confusion matrix



D. Impact of the number of the views in the classifier

Fig. 4 shows the influence of the number of classifiers in
the MCS on the percentage of true positives. At first, adding
new classifiers is efficient in improving the error rates, since
they correspond to new views of the object and thus bring
new information to the classification process. However the
discriminative power of the geometric information has its own
limit, and the improvement then reaches a plateau.

Actually we are also constrained by a more practical barrier
since the maximum number of classifiers is the number of
views we can manage to get during one passage of the plane,
and thus depends on the trajectory. The optimal number of
classifiers (in terms of results and computational times) of the
MCS is nevertheless compatible with this limit.
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Fig. 4: Influence of the number of classifiers in the MCS, for
various categories (dash-dotted blue: utility vehicles; solid red:
compact cars; dashed magenta: mid-size cars).

E. Pose estimation

utility compact mid-size car overall
pose error 4.57◦ 4.74◦ 4.20◦ 4.54◦

TABLE IV: RMS errors on pose estimation

The matching process of our approach allows us to precisely
estimate the pose of the target, that we define as the target
orientation on the ground with respect to the aeroplane plane
heading. Table IV sums up the RMS errors for the various
category models. It shows that the pose estimation is relatively
precise (less than 5% overall error) for all target classes,
independent of the categorization results.

F. Matching results

As a result of the approach, the precise location of the target
is also determined both in the image and in the local aeroplane
coordinate system (cf. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6). If coupled with a
precise GPS, it allows us to georeference the target for further
use.

Fig. 5: Image with the matched model silhouette.

Fig. 6: Zoomed image with the matched model.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a robust approach for vehi-
cle categorization in airborne images. Our aim was to be
able to process challenging real-world data, i.e. saturated,
at low-resolution and with few associated metadata. This is
achieved by defining a multiple-classifier system that merges
the information from different single-view classifiers. To deal
with the lack of viewing condition information, we defined
a local projection model that allows us to match vehicle 3D-
templates to the object silhouette in the image. The single-view
classifiers are then based on a nearest-neighbor rule.

Though a more detailed geometric model could lead to the
decrease of classification errors by a few percentage points,
the real promising direction is to include local contrast or
appearance information. In the future we aim to implicitly
capture the statistically significant visual features of each
category by training classifiers on such real-world datasets.
The MCS framework we proposed will easily incorporate these
new classifiers, in order to give a more accurate decision.
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